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Eco Allies a Nevada ESG Benefit Corporation Forms J/V to Battle Climate 
Change with Climate Cure Capital Corporation and BioChar Now LLC 
 
LAS VEGAS-(2/18/21)-StereoVision- a state of Nevada publicly traded company OTC: SVSN 
announced today that their for-profit majority owned subsidiary the Nevada ESG Benefit 
company Eco Allies Inc., formed a J/V to battle Climate Change with Climate Cure Capital 
Corporation and BioChar Now LLC. 
 
Eco Allies™(EA) http://ecoallies.biz a recently formed Nevada ESG Benefit company 
is pursuing opportunities in the Climate Change Mitigation Industry. EA entered a 

J/V agreement with Climate Cure Capital (CC) http://climatecurecapital.com an 
SVSN wholly owned subsidiary and Biochar Now LLC (BN) www.biocharnow.com to 

establish operations at EA’s HQ facility. The Joint Venture encompasses initial 
activities to manufacture, distribute, and market the Eco Allies™ branded Biochar 
Now USDA approved biochar products to the annual $350bil national and global 

livestock feed markets, (when added to livestock feed our J/V’s biochar reduces the 
methane in animal excrement 25%) also government pollution remediation projects 

and renewable energy and other renewable and sustainable projects. CC will launch 
a global offset credits trading exchange and trade offset credits generated by EA, 
CC, BN, and others while CC continues work with the Landfill Methane Outreach 

Program (LMOP) which mitigates the methane in landfills. CC created LMOP ACP’s. 

StereoVision Entertainment Inc. http://stereovision.com OTC:SVSN a Nevada publicly-
traded company utilizing its award-winning team of industry professionals in the areas 
of (1) climate change mitigation through its wholly owned subsidiary Climate Cure 
Capital Corporation http://climatecurecapital.com/ and majority owned Eco Allies Inc 
http://ecoallies.biz, a Nevada ESG Benefit  company (2) creating ESG multi-media 
content with its 9-time Emmy winning production company REZN8. http://rezn8.com  
 
Safe Harbor Statement: Except for historical information certain statements in this 
news release may contain forward-looking information within the meaning of Rule 175 
under the Securities Act of 1933 and Rule 3b-6 under the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934, and those statements are subject to the safe harbor created by those rules. All 
statements, other than statements of fact, included in this release, including, without 
limitation, statements regarding potential plans and objectives of the Company, are 
forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties. There can be no 
assurance such statements will prove accurate and actual results and future events could 
differ materially from those anticipated in such statements. The Company cautions 
these forward-looking statements are qualified by other factors. The Company 
undertakes no obligation to publicly update any statements in this release. 
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